- SELECTED REVIEWS “Despite the sensational title and marketing copy, this is a serious
book by an author who has done his homework. Also in contrast to
the marketing copy, this is far more than a book outlining the author's
specific rapture theology. Rather, it is a systematic presentation of a
comprehensive end-times theology. . . It is well-written,
comprehensive, and full of detail.” – H.L. Nigro, editor of Strong
Tower Publications

“I've found your book to be one of the most carefully worded and
“straight as an arrow” presentations about the end times/Book of
Revelation I've ever read. I think it's great, and clarifies many things
that have been murky and unconnected to me, even though I've read
Revelation many times.” – Art Drexler, Advertising Manager of
Jack Kinsella's www.omegaletter.com

“David achieves the near impossible: After 2,000 years of analysis and debate of apocalyptic prophecy,
Earthquake Resurrection manages to offer a fresh take on the events of the End Times. Well organized
and intelligently written, we highly recommend Earthquake Resurrection for students of eschatology.” –
Derek Gilbert, Watcher Magazine

“I have studied biblical prophecy since I was 10 years old and my dad handed me a copy of "The Late,
Great, Planet Earth". After 33 years of study, Your book has solved what I have seen as flaws and
inconsistencies in the traditional "pre-trib" model and interpretation. . . You have forever changed my
view of how The Revelation Of Jesus Christ should be interpreted.” – David Shelton, Editor of
www.unsealedprophecy.com

“I've read many books on end-time prophecy. This one has crystallized many things that just did not
quite seem to fit. Its still a pre-tribulation outlook, but the sense of it really took my breath away. . . I am
absolutely compelled to share it with all of you. . . You must look into this for yourselves to grasp the
enormity of the information presented in this book. I feel it's the most dramatic presentation since Late
Great Planet Earth.” – ZeroHour, post on a popular message board

“Your book kept me on the edge of my seat. It was hard to put down . . .You may be to Bible prophecy
what Joel Rosenberg is to end-time terrorism and politics.” – Vanessa McKune, Castle Rock, WA

“The most linear, logical, well-referenced, understandable, and
convincing explanation of End Times prophecy I have ever heard
or read. At first I thought the earthquake scenario was beyond
reason but now I believe it has to be a necessary and integral part of
the rapture event. Thanks so much for your inspiring testimony!” –
David Adams, Kyle, Texas

“As an active, long-time student of Bible prophecy and editor of
Prophezine, I am the recipient of a steady deluge of information
and theories on eschatology. . . I can honestly say that Earthquake
Resurrection is the most intriguing book on the rapture and the
resurrection that has crossed my desk in many years. If you like the
reading style of Chuck Missler, then you will also enjoy David
Lowe’s book. I give David Lowe’s Earthquake Resurrection my
highest recommendation to all Prophezine members.” – Ray Gano,
editor of Prophezine.com

“I just read your book with complete fascination. Growing up as a pre-trib adherent has left me puzzled
about many things. I thought I was just missing something... why didn't things fit as neatly as I figured
God would have them? Well, after reading your book, HE did make them fit! Like a hand in a glove - at
least for those of us with an open mind and a hunger for the truth.” – Robert Tanner, Alaska

“I have to admit, as a twenty-five year veteran of theological review, I had never contemplated the
interesting premise Lowe eventually puts forth. Frankly, I wish I had invented the hypothesis. I'm
tempted to steal it anyway, to report it as my own, it's that creative--a truly insightful argument that in
the end possesses broad eschatological and historical significance.” – Tom Horn, senior editor of
Raiders News Update, and author of “The Ahriman Gate”

“I just finished reading Earthquake Resurrection this morning. WOW! I have read many end time
prophecy books over the last couple of years (several by Tim Lahaye, Joel Rosenberg, Grant R. Jeffrey,
etc.), but I have to say that your book is hands down the most ground-breaking, well researched,
biblically referenced book I have ever read.” – Harold Robson, Ontario, Canada
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